
Ms. Linda Jackson, Payette Forest Supervisor
Stibnite Gold Project
500 N. Mission Street, Building 2

McCall, ldaho 83638

Dear Ms. Jackson,

I am writing to express my full support of Perpetua Resources and the Stibnite Gold Project. Perpetua
has shown they are committed to ldaho and want to take care of the environment. The company
designed its project to clean up legacy waste, reconnect salmon to their native spawning grounds and fix
one of the watershed's largest source of sedimentation. The Stibnite Gold Project would water quality,
wetlands and the river better than they are today. I hope you move forward and permit this project as
quickly as possible.

I support the 2021 Modified Mine Plan of the SDEIS. Under this plan, Perpetua Resources will help
mitigate the damages left by previous mining projects, bring hundreds of well-paying jobs to Valley
County and provide the only domestically mined source of antimony in the country.
This project would allow our nation to rely less on foreign countries for critical minerals and reduce our
carbon footprint by sourcing minerals at home. Environmental regulations are stricter in the United
States and when minerals are sourced in this country we do not have to expend as much energy and

resources transporting them to their final destination. The 2021, Modified Mine Plan is economically and
technically feasible. lt also improves upon the company's originally submitted plans. With the new
updates, Perpetua has eliminated the need for long-term water treatment, kept water temperatures on
site at or below current temperatures, improves water quality and shrinks the size of the project
footprint by 13 percent. ln fact the SDEIS says, "Compared to the No Action Alternative, the 2021 MMP
would remove additional legacy mining materials and further reduce their impacts on water quality but
would also contribute new sources of mine waste material to the East Fork SFSR drainage. However, the
new mine waste materials would be equipped with current technologies and design features (e.g., liner
and cover systems) to reduce their impacts." (Water Quality Specialists Report;7.S.3 , p. L87). lt is clear it
is the best choice moving forward.

This project is a huge opportunity for ldaho. After 6 years of intense review, I encourage the U.S. Forest
Service to permit the 202t Modified Mine Plan so this brownfield site can finally be restored.

Sincere
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